Loop 1 vs 1

Description
F and D start in front of their respective bumper
On whistle F skates with puck and circles around their bumper. At the same time D follows movement, pivoting aroud their bumper,
keeping eyes and chest towards F
After loop, F attacks 1v1 in the small corner

Key Points
Head up, facing opponent
Battle for puck in corner

Checking Skills - Angling - Puck Retrievals

Description
Start with pucks above the faceoff circle, 2 players start in circle
Coach dumps puck in corner and designates one player to be the retriever and the other to put on passive forecheck pressure
Puck retriever has to take proper lane to puck - stick fake, head fake, and / or shoulder check going into the corner to retrieve puck
Drill is designed to give players con dence in retrieving pucks and to learn the proper path to getting loose pucks when an opponent is
near by

Key Points
Get to puck rst - rst in rst out
Utilize fake to throw off forechecker
Can go either way, up boards or behind net

Angling Gate

Description
) at center ice with pucks spots a puck to either line.
Players react to spot.
Player on puck side retrieves puck and attempts to come up ice.
Other player touches up at his blue line and closes the gap to angle outside.
2 vs 2 to add progression.

Key Points
Move up quickly to close gap and establish appropriate angle.
Good stick placement.

Danny Heath: Doughty 1 vs 1

Description
F skates down the wall and around the #
and then drives the net for a shot on goal
D skates forwards, pivots around the #
and then skates forward and angles F

Key Points
D take away the middle of the ice and don't allow a cut back
F be creative on the attack and try to get to the middle of the ice

Jets Angling

Description
e carrys puck around cones and tries to score. e mirrors e 's skating and takes a great angle to stop the play. Both players must skate
forward the whole time.

Key Points
Patience, timing, keep feet moving.

3 - Gate Deception

Description
The player with the puck must start behind the goal line. The player with the puck is trying to use deception to fool the player without
the puck and try to get through one of the three gates with possession of the puck.
The defending player has the objective of not allowing the puck carrier through any of the gates and is working on eliminating time and
space with good angling and stick position. If the defending player gains possession, he/she must make a pass to the coach.
Give each pair three reps and then switch to the next group. Make sure players take turns on offense and defense.
MINNESOTA DRILL OF THE WEEK
Created by: Emily West, Former USA Hockey ADM Manager & current Ohio State Assistant Coach

Key Points
Offense - Puck protection and deception.
Defense - Angling, stick position and limiting time and space.

Checking Skills - Angling - Circle Angling

Description
Key concept is for the defensive player to get and keep a tight gap on the offensive player
F skates the circles and D tries to stay a stick length away
The drill then turns into a 1-1 drill on the opposite goal

Key Points
D keeps a tight gap on the offensive player
D keep shoulders square and tries to limit crossovers
D tries to stay within one stick length
Use proper form on transitions both backward to forward and forward to backward
On the 1-1, D takes inside ice and keeps the attack outside
Stick on puck, body on body

Angle Progression Drill

Description
To eliminate a choice for the offensive player, we don't go straight at, in front or behind them.
We want to remove all options by that player by taking away where we don't want them to go and give them one choice, down the
boards!
The drill starts on the whistle.
D angles F down the boards by taking an angle.
Your stick opens and closes doors.
Place the stick where you don't want the player to go, which most times its the middle.

Key Points
The angle at which you approach player depends on two factors. Speed and location on the ice, as far as up / back and laterally.
You dictate everything that player does. The only reason he gets in the middle is that you gave it to him.
Stick placement is crucial, and most players don't pay attention to this.

Clock 2 vs 2

Description
All players begin drill by skating clockwise around the center circle
When they get back to the line that they started from, they do a quick turn around dot and enter in center "good-ice"
Coach will pass a puck to an , or e , and the team that gets the puck is on offence
Players play out a full ice 2v2 off the pass
Featured from The Coaches Site Chalk Talk Series. Drill by Detroit Red Wings Head Coach, Jeff Blashill.

Key Points
Quick turns into center of the ice
Get into open space after the pass from coach

Checking Skills - Angling - 1 on 1 Angling

Description
Players line up in two lines outside the blue line. e has puck and is on offence, , is in middle of ice and on defence.
On whistle, e starts skating forwards, , starts skating backwards. Defensive player angles offensive player into boards so he can take
the puck.
Defensive player has to take away time and space and must properly time pivot to turn to the outside to face the offensive player.

Key Points
Use drill to teach both offence and defence tactics
Defending player must control skate and gradually take away time and space
Most important aspect is the angle and the timing – if those are right, the defensive player can simply take the puck

Good Luck 1 vs 1

Description
Coach spots a puck in front of the net, equidistant to the two players along the goal line.
On the whistle, two players race for the loose puck. The player that wins the puck ( , 1) passes to the player at the blue line ( e ).
When the pass is completed, e player attacks the net 1v1 against the player who lost the initial puck race ( , 2). Play it out to whistle.
, 1 goes to the blue line position for next rep, and the other two go back to the goal line lines.
Variations: Coach can vary how the players start: on belly, back, face the wall, etc., and placement of puck. Instead of a straight line race to the
puck, instruct players to circle behind net on start, creating a traf c scenario, where they have to "get through" opposition before skating to
loose puck.
MINNESOTA DRILL OF THE WEEK
Created by: Kurt Halstrom, Osseo-Maple Grove

Key Points
Quick, explosive starts.
Competing for loose pucks.
Emphasize good stick and create an angle on 1v1.

Danny Heath: Karlsson's Angle 1 vs 1

Description
The drill starts when , 2 skates down the wall with the puck trying to score on the net
, 1 reacts to , 2 and angles the player down the wall away from the net
, 2 is NOT allowed to cut back on the other side of the y

Danny Heath: Doell's Angle 1 vs 1

Description
, 2 pass the puck cross ice to , 1
, skates with the puck up and around the tires trying to beat , 2 back to the net
, 2 skates to the middle of the ice, mirrors , 1 and tries to angle them back to the wall

Key Points
Sur ng technique to keep hips square to the player and keep a close gap
Delayed stick to not allow , to cut back

Brad Shaw: Bassen Stick on Puck

Description
D 1 and F 1 start facing each other with one skate blade on the boards.
Coach starts the drill by spotting the puck to give the offensive player an advantage. F 1 attacks net with speed while protecting puck.
D 1 routes to gap up asap and use stick to deny play on net. Whistle ends the drill when the defender has broken up the play.
Next 2 players ready to go.

Scoring/Defence - 1 on 1 Angling Gates

Description
Place pylons in pairs to act as a gate to skate through
Offensive player , on blue line with puck, defensive player e on hash mark inside blue line
Offensive player has to nd lane through on of the gates (must skate through)
Defensive player has to close gap to prevent offensive player from going through gate. Defensive player can’t go through gates

Key Points
Offensive player must be quick, creative and attack lane when opportunity arises
Defensive player must close gap, lateral skate, stick on puck – read and react

Forecheck 2 vs 1

Description
D skates the puck around the net and attempts to skate the puck between two tires (or cones) at the top of the zone.
On coach signal, F1 forechecks, using good angling and stick on puck to force the defending player to the boards.
On coach signal, F2 provides support on the forecheck. F1 & F2 attempt to create a turnover and attack the net quickly.
Variations:
Start all players higher and dump the puck in so the D must work on the retrieval as well.
Use the full zone so the D can go to either side of the ice.
Start the F at the same time so they must communicate F1/F2.
MINNESOTA DRILL OF THE WEEK
Created by: Roger Grillo, USA Hockey ADM Regional Manager

Key Points
D should try to get feet up ice and have head up.
F1 work on timing, angling and body/stick positioning.
F2 must read the play and provide appropriate support.
F should attack the net quickly after turnovers.

Cross Ice Angling A|B

Description
On the whistle, a puck carrier and a defensive player leave at the same time.
The puck carrier skates around the pylons nearest him/her and turns up ice.
The defensive player must skate the width of the ice and angle the puck carrier to the wall.
Version B
When they master the art of the angle, give the player with puck an option to turn up ice.

Key Points
Remind the players how important stick placement is. Drag stick behind the opposition player to force him not to cut back.

Danny Heath: Burns Angle 1 vs 1

Description
Coach dumps a puck into the corner for , 1 to retrieve
, 1 can skate right into the zone, but , 2 has to skate wide around the tire before cutting across zone and angling their opposition
Play out a 1 vs 1

Key Points
, 1 needs to take puck off boards safely, not going straight into the boards, but circling in
, 2 take away the center lane and don't allow a cut back to the middle

Checking Skills - Stick Checks - Stick on Puck

Description
Coach dumps puck into corner, player on inside skates towards corner and retrieves puck.
Player on outside, must take proper path and angle to force the puck carrier up the boards so the puck can be turned over
Must match speed of offensive player, cut off the angle back to the net and be in a position so the puck carrier cannot turn back the
other way.
When in proper position, go stick on puck and take it away.

Key Points
Control Skate, take proper pathway
Stick on Puck, force puck carrier into poor position so puck can be taken away

Either Side Defend - Version 2

Description
Same as Version 1 but it's inzone and can't go into neutral zone.
, 's and e 's line up on the boards, coach shoots a puck just inside the zone of either blue line.
The players whose side the puck is shot to will be on offense and the other will be on defense.
The defensive player must take a route to the puck carrier that will angle them to the boards.
Use your stick to shut the door and not allow the player to cut to the middle.

Key Points
Defensive player has a plan, which is to angle towards the boards.
Defensive player should not be too far ahead or behind the forward.
Your stick is one of the most important tools which helps you to direct the opposition. "Heard the Sheep" to where you want them to go!

